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ABSTRACT
Autonomous operations are very attractive at factory and storage premises as they reduce personnel costs and as they require the
meeting of less strict standards and norms than the public road sector. However, autonomous operations at factory and storage
premises are quite challenging for precise positioning as they include both indoor and outdoor operations. More specifically,
high quality GNSS signal reception is limited to outdoor environments. Moreover, metallic walls and/ or doors cause severe
multipath errors. LiDAR and Camera SLAM can provide an accurate indoor positioning solution, but the movement from
indoor to outdoor as well as from outdoor to indoor remains challenging due to under-/ overexposure of the camera during the
indoor/ outdoor transitions.

Our solution to this problem includes a very powerful sensor fusion of GNSS RTK/ PPP, inertial, wheel odometry, camera
and LiDAR sensors. The raw measurements of the first three sensors (GNSS, IMU, wheel odometry) are tightly coupled in an
extended Kalman filter. The raw data (pixels and point clouds) of the visual sensors (camera, LiDAR) are pre-processed in a
SLAM and the obtained pose information is then used in the extended Kalman filter. The main objective of the visual sensors
is to enable a drift-free positioning in indoor areas without GNSS signal reception. Obviously, the sensor fusion combines the
measurements from all 5 sensors, but the main driver of the accuracy depends on the area: Outdoor, the highest accuracy is
given by the GNSS RTK/ PPP solution. Indoor, the highest accuracy is achieved by the LiDAR/ camera SLAM. In the indoor/
outdoor transition area, the most reliable position sensors are INS and wheel odometry.



I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous driving is very attractive for vehicles and robots in logistics, e.g. for transportation of goods from goods receipt
points to storage shelves and vice versa, or for the transportation of goods from storage shelves to customer pick-up points.
Autonomous driving requires precise positioning, object determination and tracking, trajectory planning, maneuver planning,
and fleet management. There is a need for precise positioning both indoor and outdoor. Factory traffic runs typically on both
public roads and private factory premises.

We target both indoor and outdoor operations on private factory premises in the project FLOOW as shown in Fig. 1. The scope
of the project FLOOW is the development of a flexible mobility and cargo system for factory works.
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Figure 1: Autonomous driving for logistics requires precise positioning both indoor and outdoor, and on both public roads and private
factory premises. In the project FLOOW, we target both indoor and outdoor operations on private factory premises.

II. METHODOLOGY
1. Sensor Fusion Architecture for Precise Positioning
Fig. 2 provides an overview of our architecture for precise positioning.
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Figure 2: Architecture of ANavS for precise positioning with a sensor fusion of GNSS, inertial, odometry, LiDAR and camera raw data.

We use an extended Kalman filter for the sensor fusion. For a detailed description of the Kalman filter, we refer to the famous
textbook of Brown and Hwang (2012). The raw GNSS pseudorange, carrier phase and Doppler measurements, the acceleration
and angular rate measurements of the inertial sensor, and the wheel speed measurements of the odometer are tightly coupled in
the extended Kalman filter. RTK/ PPP corrections are applied to the raw GNSS measurements (i.e. before the sensor fusion)
to further improve the accuracy of the solution. For a more detailed description of our RTK and PPP solution, we refer to our
earlier publications, see Henkel and Iafrancesco (2014), Henkel and Sperl (2016) and Pintor et al. (2022). The inertial sensor
measurements are used for the state prediction and the GNSS and odometer measurements are used for the state update in the



Kalman filter. The estimated state parameters include the position, velocity, acceleration, attitude (expressed by quaternion),
the quaternion rate, the carrier phase integer ambiguities, and the accelerometer and gyroscope measurement biases.

The LiDAR raw point cloud data are pre-processed in a Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM). The obtained position
and attitude information is then loosely-coupled within the extended Kalman filter. The camera raw data are also pre-processed
including a projection from the camera’s perspective to bird-eye view and a feature extraction. The visual positioning also uses
a geo-referenced map. The relevant part of the map is selected based on the current position solution. Subsequently, feature
points are determined in this relevant part of the map. The feature points of the projected camera image are matched with the
feature points of the map. This feature matching provides an information on the position offset between the position estimate
related to the camera/ vehicle and the position related to the accurate map. The transformation (translation and eventually
also rotation) is determined using the position offsets from all feature points. The application of this transformation to the
camera-based position leads to an improved position, which is then used in the extended Kalman filter. Our system architecture
also includes a functional monitoring. More specifically, we estimate a separate position solution and covariance matrix for each
sensor. Subsequently, we check the consistency of the solutions from all sensors by verifying, whether the error ellipsoids from
all sensors are intersecting. We refer to our earlier paper for a more detailed mathematical description of this method (Henkel
et al. (2023)). If the error ellipsoids of all sensors are intersecting in at least one point, the measurements of all sensors can be
fused. If this is not the case, the covariance matrices are scaled until an intersection is achieved. Subsequently, the sensor fusion
is performed.

2. LiDAR based Localization and Mapping
In the recent times, a lot of research is being carried out in the field of LiDAR SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping)
for autonomous driving to take advantage of the fact that LiDARs are very robust sensors that work great in various environments
and can offer a 360◦ horizontal field of view which helps to improve feature extraction and, thereby, providing more precise
poses. Currently, there are multiple LiDAR sensors varying from the cheaper 2D LiDARs to costlier 3D LiDARs. Since the
range of a 2D LiDAR sensor is usually not that high (∼20m), it is mainly used for indoor SLAM. 3D LiDARs are used for
outdoor SLAM since they offer much higher ranges (varying between 100m to 200m) and relatively denser point clouds as
compared to a 2D LiDAR.

Due to its compact size, a 2D LiDAR is preferred for indoor robots to perform SLAM since it reduces the overall size of the
robot and therefore increases its maneuverability indoors. In 2D SLAM often an occupancy grid map is chosen as the map
representation, which is a probabilistic map of the environment represented by a series of binary random variables. These
random variables represent the presence of an obstacle at their corresponding location in the map. Some of the widely used 2D
SLAM approaches like Hector SLAM (Saat et al. (2020)), GMapping (Grisetti et al. (2007)) and Cartographer from Google
(Hess et al. (2016)) all have good performance, especially for our use case where real-time performance on an embedded
platform, like NVIDIA Jetson, is required. A detailed comparison of these approaches (Sandoval-Castro et al. (2020)) shows
that Cartographer is slightly more robust and precise in terms of re-localization. Considering the working environments and
operating speeds of such robots, usually, just a LiDAR sensor is sufficient for SLAM.

SLAM for mobile outdoor robots, such as autonomous cars, requires LiDAR sensors which have a much larger range and
generate denser point clouds since the obstacles outdoors are not as clustered as the indoor environment and potentially much
further away. Outdoor environments usually have more dynamic obstacles and robots are driving much faster than their indoor
counterparts, such that relying only on LiDAR sensors for SLAM may lead to huge drifts or even more severe errors. To
overcome this, the LiDAR sensor is usually coupled with an IMU to perform LiDAR-Inertial based Localization and Mapping.
Some of the popular 3D LiDAR SLAM approaches, such as LOAM (Zhang and Singh (2014)) or LeGO-LOAM (Shan and
Englot (2018)), are loosely coupled SLAM approaches where the IMU is only used in the frontend for de-skewing the point
clouds and to provide a motion prior to scan matching. Although such loosely coupled systems are lighter and use lesser
resources, they are not very robust. For a more robust system, we tightly couple the LiDAR and IMU measurements wherein,
the IMU is not only used in the frontend for de-skewing, but also in the backend for optimization. The localization and mapping
processes work simultaneously using each others outputs for a precise pose estimation. We are making use of a tightly coupled
LiDAR-Inertial SLAM approach, LIO-SAM (Shan et al. (2020)), which, in the backend, makes use of factor graphs and the
optimization of the factor graphs is done with the help of incremental smoothing and mapping with Bayes tree (Kaess et al.
(2011)).

3. Integrated Sensor Platform
ANavS has developed an Integrated Sensor Platform (ISP) that we used for recording the raw data. The ISP includes 3 multi-
frequency GNSS antennas and receivers, an IMU, a CAN odometer interface, two cameras, a 3D LiDAR, two NVIDIA boards
for the processing of the camera and LiDAR data, an ARM processor for the GNSS/ INS/ odometer based tightly coupled sensor
fusion, and an LTE module for obtaining RTK/ PPP corrections. The advantage of the ISP is that it includes all sensors in
a single platform, and thereby, the user does not need to cable each sensor individually. Moreover, the user does not need to

https://anavs.com/integrated-sensor-platform-isp/


determine the lever-arms between the sensors as they are already known by the system.

The sensors are also synchronized internally, which makes the further data processing also convenient for the user.

Figure 3: The Integrated Sensor Platform (ISP) developed by ANavS. It includes three Multi-Frequency GNSS antennas and receivers (for
position and attitude determination), an IMU, a CAN interface for receiving odometry data, two cameras, a 3D LiDAR and two processors

for performing the processing of the camera/ LiDAR data and the sensor fusion.

III. RESULTS
In this section, we present our results for precise positioning.

1. GNSS RTK/ PPP + INS + odometer
We perform a joint position and attitude determination with an extended Kalman filter. IMU measurements are used for the
state prediction. GNSS and odometer measurements are used in this subsection for the state update, i.e. no LiDAR and camera
data are used. The positioning accuracy is improved by using RTK/ PPP corrections and by additionally resolving the carrier
phase ambiguities to integer numbers.

The Integrated Sensor Platform (ISP) includes one geodetic-quality GNSS receiver (MOSAIC X5 chip from Septentrio) and two
additional automotive-grade, dual-frequency GNSS receivers (ZED-F9P chips from u-blox). The MG-370 IMU from Epson
is used within the ISP. The IMU has a bias stability of 0.8◦ per hour for the gyroscope and of 0.01 mg for the accelerometer.
The RT 3000 from OXTS is considered as ground truth as it is widely used in the automotive industry. However, it is doubtful
if it can really serve as ground truth since it is also based on the same sensor technologies (GNSS and IMU) and since its
performance is not significantly better than the ANavS solution.

2. LiDAR SLAM
The results group into two scenarios: the first one is a warehouse scenario including localization and mapping indoor, outdoor
and at the transition between indoor and outdoor. The second scenario corresponds to an indoor scenario in a parking garage.
For both scenarios the Integrated Sensor Platform including its 3D LiDAR sensor has been used. For the parking garage
scenario, a laser scanner-based ground truth was available. For the warehouse scenario, outdoor an RTK-fixed solution was
used as a reference. Indoor, the repeatability was demonstrated by repeatedly approaching position markers on the ground in
several rounds.

a) 2D Occupancy Grid-Based LiDAR SLAM
A 2D occupancy grid-based LiDAR SLAM approach has been applied for the warehouse scenario, as introduced in Section II.
For this purpose the 3D LiDAR scans have been projected to 2D scans first to be applicable for 2D SLAM. Fig. 6 illustrates
the detailed 2D occupancy grid map that was generated during the two runs indicated by the blue and the green trajectory.
The occupancy map shows free areas in white and occupied areas in black, while unknown areas are shown in gray. The map
accurately represents both the indoor environment (on the right side) and the outdoor area (on the left side). In this setup the
Integrated Sensor Platform was mounted on an industrial trolley and pushed manually. The two motion trajectories that are
estimated from SLAM along with the occupancy map are illustrated in Fig. 6 (trajectories in blue and in green) and analyzed in
more detail in the following. During the runs several position markers (marked on the ground) have been repeatedly approached
to demonstrate repeatability and accuracy of the solution. Fig. 6 shows the locations of the markers (1-4) and provides some
sample pictures of the scene.



Figure 4: Map with trajectory of test drive in Munich, Germany. The test drive follows the interior highway circle (B2R) for most of the
time. The white trajectory corresponds to the ANavS solution. The blue trajectory corresponds to the RT3000 OXTS solution, which serves

as reference. The track includes several tunnels with lengths ranging from a few hundred metres to almost 2 km. Some tunnels are
highlighted by the white boxes.

Tunnel „Ampfingstrasse“ (ca. 200 m long)

Figure 5: Passage through the tunnel Ampfingstrasse with a length of 200 m. The ANavS solution closely follows the reference solution
within the tunnel. There is no drift nor jump visible at the start and end of the tunnel.

Fig. 7, which refers to the green trajectory plotted in Fig. 6, provides a quantitative analysis of the LiDAR positioning accuracy
in the outdoor area of the warehouse. A GNSS-based RTK-fixed position solution was generated for the outdoor area and
compared to the pose trajectory estimated by 2D LiDAR SLAM, which yields a median error of 6.7cm in the overlapping range
with the RTK-fixed solution, shown in green in Fig. 7a, further error metrics are given in 7b. Besides these results, an overall
smooth position solution both indoor and outdoor can be observed, as well as smooth indoor-outdoor transitions without jumps.
The indoor-outdoor transition is depicted by a dashed line in the figure.

In Fig. 8, which refers to the blue trajectory plotted in Fig. 6, another trajectory result is shown. It is generated by the 2D LiDAR
SLAM. The trajectory shows a smooth path of the tracked motion both indoor and outdoor, as well as across the indoor-outdoor
transition. Furthermore, the trajectories of two rounds along the narrow corridors on the right side and on the bottom lie on
each other very well. Moreover, in this run several position markers on the ground have been repeatedly approached. These
four locations are marked in the Fig. 8 by rectangular shapes and analyzed in more detail in the following Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 provides close up views of the trajectories at the four locations that have been approached twice in the respective run.
These results show on the one hand a high localization accuracy with low noise of the position estimate at static locations, and
on the other hand a high degree of reproducibility, since localization estimates fall very close to each other for the repeated visits
of each marker in each round (clusters indicate noisy location estimate in steady states when markers are approached).



Figure 6: Indoor-outdoor localization and mapping in a warehouse environment at Campus East at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology.
Left: 2D map (occupancy indicated by color: white/black/gray - free/occupied/unknown) and vehicle localization trajectories of two runs (in

green, and blue). Blue markers indicate locations that have been repeatedly approached.
Right: Pictures of the scene, dataset acquisition and marker locations.

b) 3D Point Cloud Based LiDAR SLAM
For the parking garage scenario considered in results Fig. 10 a point cloud based 3D LiDAR SLAM approach has been applied,
as introduced in Section II. For this purpose the 3D LiDAR scans have been used directly together with inertial measurements
from an IMU. The Integrated Sensor Platform was mounted on a measurement vehicle which performed an indoor round inside
a parking garage three times repeatedly. The obtained detailed 3D point cloud of the indoor environment is shows in Fig. 10a.
The regular spaced concrete pillars, larger concrete shafts and parked cars can be observed well in the point cloud. The point
cloud is color-coded by the reflective intensity showing concrete and vehicle parts in different colors, for example. Fig. 10a
shows the estimated 3D trajectory of the vehicles motion as well (in cyan), which is compared against a laser scanner-based
reference in Fig. 10b and c. Fig. 10b provides a top-view of the three rounds estimated trajectory against the reference. The
trajectory of the three rounds, as well as the reference trajectory can hardly be distinguished because they nearly fall onto each
other. The trajectory is color-coded by the residual error which varies along the round cycles between 0.9cm and ≈ 40cm. The
error metric are given in Fig. 10c.

3. Visual Positioning on a Geo-Referenced Road Map
This approach assumes a precise geo-referenced road map given for the area of interest (see Fig. 11). The road map consists of
geo-referenced RGB image tiles which include a pixel wise weight mask to down-weight or exclude areas that are not mapped
for example. The generation of such a precise road map shall not be in focus of this article. Visual localization in this approach
is based on a given estimate of the global position and attitude, obtained from the GNSS-based solution. Using an image
observation from a monocular camera mounted on the vehicle, the global position and attitude can be corrected by matching
against the geo-referenced road map.

The camera image is first projected to bird’s eye view. Second, the projected camera image is aligned to the attitude direction
by 2D rotation. In a third step, the corresponding map tile image is retrieved using the given global position. Based on the
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Figure 7: Outdoor LiDAR positioning accuracy using GNSS + INS tightly coupled RTK reference.
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Figure 8: LiDAR-based positioning in combined indoor/ outdoor environment.

projected, aligned camera image and the retrieved map tile image feature matching is performed between this pair of images.
Fig. 11, top row, gives an example of such a pair of projected and rotated camera image and retrieved map tile image. Goal
of the feature matching is to estimate good feature correspondences and based on these the transformation that best aligns the
camera image to the map. Assuming a precise prior information of the attitude, we restrict the algorithm to estimate a 2D
translation only.

Feature matching in this implementation is based on a classical feature matching pipeline. Images are first normalized by their
minimum and maximum intensity, and image and mask borders are handled, such that no artificial features are detected at these
borders. For computing image feature detections and corresponding descriptors the A-KAZE local features detector is used as
described in Alcantarilla et al. (2013). The image pair is rejected if the number of detected features in one of the two images
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Figure 9: Analysis of positioning accuracy at reference markers.

is below 2. Features are matched using a K-Nearest Neighbor matching (k = 2) given the feature descriptors and applying a
Hamming distance, which is suited for binary descriptors, such as the A-KAZE feature descriptor. To filter good matches the
common Lowe’s ratio test is applied according to Lowe (2004), enforcing a significant feature distance between the best and
second best matches. We apply a ratio of 0.75. To guarantee a minimum number of matched features, pairs with less than 4
matched features are rejected.

Although we have restricted the transformation to be estimated to a 2D translation (two free parameters: translation in x- and
y-direction, i.e. tx and ty), we initially estimate a more general transformation, i.e. a partial affine 2D transformation shown
in Equation 1. This transformation has four free parameters, including an additional scaling (s) and rotation (θ). This, on the
one hand, provides us more flexibility to verify the estimated transformation, described below, and on the other hand allows to
extend the approach.

T =

(
s · cos(θ) −s · sin(θ) tx
s · sin(θ) s · cos(θ) ty

)
(1)

We use the builtin function estimateAffinePartial2D from the OpenCV library, refer to Bradski (2000)), to estimate the
parameters, which includes a RANSAC approach and returns the number of inliers used for estimation. We reject results with
less than 4 inliers. To obtain the final estimate for the 2D translation, we re-estimate the translation from the inliers. Fig. 11,
top row, shows an example of successful inlier matches from the camera image to the map, as well as the final results when
overlaying the transformed (shifted) camera image to the map (RGB-overlay in the bottom right image).

Several verification steps are added to further reject potential outliers. A local intensity-based template matching is performed
based on the 2D correlation function between the image and the map. The transformation is rejected if no local maximum is
detected within a predefined radius of 15cm. In addition the estimated scaling and rotation parameters are checked and lead to
rejection if they are deviating too much from the expected parameters. Transformations that are accepted provide a correction
to the initial GNSS-based position through the estimated 2D translation.

The feature matching approach was validated by simulating 2D displacements with a maximum magnitude of 3m. The results
depicted in Fig. 12 show that the simulated displacements can be compensated effectively by the approach (residual error
histograms) and that the results are comparable to the nominal case when applying the ground truth poses with no simulated
displacements added. Furthermore, the results suggest a larger error in the heading direction, compared to the transversal
direction, which is natural and correlated with the direction of viewing/ motion. Time-synchronization errors have a stronger
impact in motion direction as well.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented an integrated sensor platform with 3 multi-frequency GNSS receivers, an IMU, a CAN interface
for odometry data, 2 cameras, a 3D LiDAR and a powerful sensor fusion for precise position and attitude determination. The
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Figure 10: Indoor localization accuracy using laser scanner-based ground truth.

GNSS, IMU and odometry measurements are tightly coupled, and the LiDAR and camera based position information is loosely
coupled within the Kalman filter.

GNSS RTK can provide centimeter-level positioning accuracy outdoors. Short GNSS outages can be overcome with odometry
and IMU measurements. LiDAR based SLAM and visual positioning with a camera and a geo-referenced map can support
precise positioning outdoors, too. The only need is to have sufficient textures in the close-by environments, which should not
be a real limitation for factory premises. Less textures typically means more open sky conditions and, thus, better satellite
visibility. Vice versa, less satellite visibility means more obstacles and, thus, more features for visual positioning. Thereby,
GNSS and LiDAR/ camera are complementing each other very well. The LiDAR SLAM can provide centimeter-level accuracy
for indoor positioning.

IMU measurements can be integrated within the LiDAR SLAM to predict the motion and feature points, and thereby, enhance
the performance. Multipath and over-/ underexposure of camera images might temporarily reduce the positioning accuracy at
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the indoor/ outdoor as well as outdoor/ indoor transition. However, this issue could be overcome with inertial and odometry
measurements and, thereby, provide a seamless position information in almost any environment.
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